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INTRODUCTION
Monetary and banking activities in
Nigeria, as elsewhere, are interrelated in several ways. First, they have

profound influence on the performance of each other. Second, both
activities are often controlled in the
same process, through the same instruments. Third, they are usually
regulated by the same authorities
which comprise mainly the Cenhal
Bank of Nigeria and the Federal
Government. Consequently, monetary and banking activities would be
viewed as an integrated system in this

outstanding conskaints to monetary
and banking system control as wellas
concluding remarks.

2.CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
OF MONETARY AND BANKING
SYSTEM CONTROL

A good understanding of the relevance of monetary and banking system in the economy and the rationale
for its r:ontrolwould be necessary in

order to appreciate the mechanism
for controlling the system.
Relevance and Rationale:

paper.

To understand the role of the Centrat Ednt< of Nigeria tc6ill in conholling the system under the prevailing functional arrangement, it would
be necessary to relate the conceptual
framework of monetary and banking
system control to the Bank's experience. To this end, the paper is organised in five sections. After Section
One which is the introduction, Section Two examines the conceptual
framework of monetary and banking
system control. This is followed. in
Section Three, by a review of the
CBN's techniques of conhol and their
changes over the years. Section Four
appraises the control measures and
ascertains their effectiveness while
Section Five provides a summary of
2

Despite the continuing de.bate on the
transmission mechanism of money in

the economic system, it is generaliy
agreed that under normal circumstances, changes in the money stock
would influence interest rates as well
as output and prices in the short-run.
Consequently, money supply and
interest rates are often the channels
through which activities in the financial.sector are hansmitted to the real
sector. Provided there are idle resources, expansion in money stock
would stimulate aggregate spending
and output. However; where there
are constraints - be it technological
limitations, productivity shortfalls or
foreign exchange bottlqnecks, mon-

would tend to be
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inflationary. Besides, if aggregate
demand increases, demand for imports would be stimulated and with it
pressure would be mounted on the
exchange rate and balance of payments. On the other hand, if monetary expansion is inadequate, recession in output growth would set
in.

Although inflation is not always a
monetary phenomenon, the potential role of money in the inflationary
process is not in doubt. Thus, persistent excessive growth in money
stock leads to sustained rise in the

price level and inflation which is
unconducive for butput growth. An
appropriate monetary growth would
lead to low and positive nominaland
realinterest rates, other things being

equal. This would lead to a stable
exchange rate, increased savings, investment and output. The identified
role of money in the economy makes
it necessary to apply appropriate.
control, not only to the monetary
sector but also to the banking channel through which monetary measures are implemented.
Targets and Objectives of Control:
You are, no doubt, aware that monetary management basically deals with
the conholof the money stock (how-
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ever defined) in order to influence
macroeconomic variables such as
domestic prices, employment, balance of payments and sustainable
economic growth. These objectives
are achieved through the use of appropriate instruments which vary between developed and developing
economles. There are broadly two
categories of these instruments - direct and indirect.
In an underdeveloped financial
environment, the instruments of
monetary management are limited to
direct measures which set monetary
and credit targets at desired levels as
well as guidelines to banks through
which the targets are enforced. One
of the major direct control measures
is direct interest regulation by fixing
the level or ranges of interest rates,
for example, the specification of deposit and lending rates for banks.
This technique is usually used in
economies where underdeveloped
financial markets and scarcity of capital constrain optimum resource allocation. Other forms of direct control
include the imposition of credit ceilings or floors on the expansion of
credit and their distribution into sectors.

Indirect instruments are usually
employed in market based economies where the quantity of money
could be influenced through the relationship between money supply and
reserve money as wellas the ability of
the monetary authorities to influence
the creation of reserves. As you are
aware, these reserves are cash balanceswhich banks keep in theirvaults
and with the CenhalBank. Since the
reserves could be used for money
creation by banks, the Central Bank
keeps watch over them to ensure that
their growth is consistent with the
ciirection of monetary management.
T' e ways in which the activities of the
' ronetary authority influence the
creation of reserves and hence credit
and money stock include:
3

(i)
(ii)

changes in the reserves/deposit
ratio for banks;

variation in the monetary authority's discount rate whose effectiveness depends on the ini-

tiative of the banks to borrow
from the monetary authority at
interestrates free of conholwhile
investment decision is interest
rate sensitive; and

(iii) the use of Open Market Operations which requires the existence of well developed financial
markets in which the number of
government and other securities
held by banks and non-banks is
Iarge and the trading in securities

unemployment. Since monetary
policy, designed to control money
stock, is implemented largely through
the banking system, monetary policy
formulation incorporates measures to
create a sound and efficient banking
system. The Cenhal Bank's formula-

tion is usually integrated into the National Budget in which the Central
Bank's policy measures are reconciled
with other policies before approvalby
the central Government, after which
policy measures are implemented and
reviewed as necessary. Nigeria's experience in this process is examined
next.

3. CONTROL TECHNIQUES
OF THE CBN

is sensitive to the movements in

interest rates.

Control Mechanism:
The control of monetary and banking system by any centralbank starts
with designing appropriate policies
which subsequently pass through the
implementation and review stages.
The institutional framework for this
task is usually provided by the law
which defines the relationship between the Central Bank and the
Central Government on one hand
and between the Cenhal Bank and
the banks on the other. With this
institutional framework defined, the
control of the system starts with designing appropriate monetary and
banking policies. This starts by first
appraising the rdcent past and the
present and making projections of
the likely future trends in the absence

of policy changes. This exercise enables a central bank (the policy initiator)
to present a range of policy options

to choose from. The policy options
are obtained from statistical exercises

which show estimates of the rates of
money supply growth required to

support economic growth under
given conditions of domestic prices,

external equilibrium and minimal

The control of the monetary and
banking system by the CBN

is carried
partnership
with the Federal
out in
Government which has the overall
authority over the system. Thus, the
Central Bank of Nigeria initiates the
guiding policy measures and implements them only as approved by the
Government. The Bank's measures
to controlthe monetary and banking
system pass through a number of
stages which include the identification of the objectives and targets of
policy, policy formulation, policy in-

tegration into the budget and approval,

policy implementation and review as
well as extra control measures for
banks.

CBN's Identiftcation of
Objectives and Targets:
Over the years and, in line with the
thrust of macroeconomic policy,
CBN's control measures start with
identifying the objectives of monetary
and bbnking policies, some of which
ate

(i)

promoting price stability;
(ii) reducing pres-ures on the external :ector;
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iii ) stabilising the naira exchange rate

b6sed inshuments, subjects to the
sue of. fiscal deficit financed by the
banking system.
In the era of direct monetary contol, the major instuments'of policy
comprise credit ceilings imposed on
banks, adminishatively fixed interest
and exchange rates, stipulation of
sectorial credit allocation, and the
prescription of cash reserve requirements and special deposits. As a result of the adverse effects of prolonged use of direct instruments on
the effectiveness of monetary policy
and the financialsector a move was
made to shift to indirect approach in
which reliance is placed on the use of
market-based instuments such as
reserve requirements, the discount
rate and Open Market Operations.
To operate the new system of indirect monetary conhol, the promo'competitive

;

and
(iv) stimulating economic growth
i

Since these objectives cannot be

realised simultaneously, some
prioritisation has to be made. For

of these
broad objectives, efforts, are made to
identify the intermediate targets which
include determining appropriate level
and growth of money stock as well as
creating a sound financial shucture
meaningful achievement

through which monetary control
canied out.

is

Policy Formulation:
Monetary policy, which is formulated
side by side with banking policy, relies on the techniques of financial
progtamming which seek to ensure
some consistencies among the eco-

nomic sectors. The monetary programme starts with a comprehensive
review of recent economic performance, as well as the current and anticipated problems. Usually the programme attempts to estimate an optimum quantity of money consistent
with the assumed targets for GDP
growth, inflation rate and external
reserves. Using the computed optimum money supply, the economy's

tion of a

|

I

|

|

1

absorptive domestic credit is derived,
thereby permitting growth targets to
be determined for some of the inter1
,mediate policy variables of money
I supply and aggregate domestic credit.
I

The permissible aggregate domestic
credit is then allocated between the
government and private sectors. The
portion taken up by the government
is determined by the size of th.e budget
deficit to be financed by the banking
system comprising the Cenhal Bank,
commercial and merchant banks. The
balance is left for the private sector.
This process has allowed the Cenhal
Bank to influence credit growth either
direcfly under the regime of credit
ceilings or indirectly through market

4

'

deregulated,

and sound money market became
necessary. This led to significant deregulation of financial activities,
though with occasional reverses over
the years. The targets of deregulation
usually included interest rates and

the market for government debt insbuments. Other measures taken to
strengthen the financial sector, especially the banks, and enhance monetary cbntrol include shengthening
their ,legal and institutional framework, dealing with financial distress
and reducing excess liquidip in the
system. To finally move to the indirect
monetary control system, the imposition of credit ceilings on individual
banks was selectively lifted by the
CBN in 1992 for banks which met
some specified performance criteria.
These criteria comprised cash reserve

and liquidity ratio requirements,
prudential guidelines, statutory minimum paid-up capital requirement,
capital adequacy ratio and sound
management. The final movement to
indirect monetary movement came
on 30th June 1993 when the CBN
introduced the Open Market Opera-

tions designed to mop excess liquidity or to inject in into the system as the
need arises.

Policy Integration Into
The Federal Government Budget:
The policies initiated by the CBN for

controlling the monetary and banking system remain proposals untilapproved by the Government. Stnce it
is desirable for all government economic policies to be co-ordinated for
internal consistency, the monetary
and banking pro$amme of the CBN
is usually submitted to the Head of
State who reservesthe rightto amend
the submission before integrating it
into the Fedeial Government Budget.
Prior to 1988, the CBN's proposals
were usually sent to the Federal Executive Council through the Federal
Minister of Finance, but since 1988
the proposals have been sent direct
to the President.
At the Presidential level, CBN's
proposals and other policy initiatives
ate refened to various committees
and councils of government including
the Federal Executive Council and
the National Council of States for
scrutiny and reconciliation before
approval by the Provisional Ruling
Council. The monetary and banking
policy measures resulting from the
Budget exercise form the basis for the
CBN's conhol of the monetary and
banking system.
Policy Implementation and Review:

The Federal Government Budget
contains the approved monetary and

banking policies which the CBN implements in its efforts to conhol the
monetary and banking system. Since
the implementation is bank-centred,
the CBN starts by issuing to banks

and related financial institutions,
"Monetary, Credit, Foreign Trade and
Exchange Policy guidelines" which
reflects the approved monetary and
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banking policies in the Budget. The
guidelines do not only prescribe what
the banks would do in order to foster
a sound financial structure and enhance monetary and macroebonomic
stability, but also prescribe the penalties for default.
To find out the extent of banks'
compliance with the guidelines, the
CBN takes the following measures:

(i)

analysis of regular and occasional
returns from banks; and

(ii) conduct of periodic target and
special examinations of the books

of all licensed banks;

On the basis of the findings, the
CBN decides whether to apply penalties on defaulting banks or io deprive them of some privileges. Furthermore, the effects of the policy
measures on the movement in money
stock, and the health of the banks are

often reviewed while the overallimpact of policy on the economy is
appraised. This appraisal assists the
CBN in determining whether to persist in enforcing existing measures or
to initiate a review of the policy
package either to change the direction or to fine-tune existing policies.

Extra-control Measures For Banks:

I.{igerian experience shows that
monetary and banking activities have
shong links. While monetary policy is
implemented through the banking
system, monetary policy influences
the activities of banks and vice versa.
Thus, while some measures designed

to achieve appropriate growth of
money stock share the same origin as
some banking policy measures, other
banking measures are extensions or
follow-ups of monetary policy. Consequently, apart from some measures
which are adopted to control the
monetary and banking activities simultaneously, some exha measures

5

are taken to foster specifically safe
and sound banking culture. The
measures usually adopted in this direction include the stimulation of
competition and strengthening of
banking supervision.
In order to enhance competition
and resource allocation which prolonged conhol measures had conshained in the past, some reforms
were introduced since 1986 which
led to a rapid grbwth in the number
of banks. This encouraged competition for customers. With the deregulation of economic activities under
the reforms, the government licensed
more banks than at any comparable
period in the nation's financial history. Between 1986 and 1992, a
total of 79 new commercial and

merchant banks, with 1,068

branches, commenced business. In
the previous six years (1980-1985),
only 14 new banks with 644 branches
had opened for business. Consequently, at the end of 1992, the total
number of commercial and merchant
banks was 120 with 2,391.branches
compared to 40 with l,3Z3branches
at the end of 1985. However, the
number of licensed banks fellto 115

in 1995 following the liquidation of
five banks while the network of
branches increased to 2,350. To
protect the banks from such liberal
policy on the{icensing of new banks
and to adjust to the pressure of inflation, the minimum paid-up capital
of banks was increased n 1989, 1992
i

and 1993. Currently, the minimum
capital for commercial and merchant
banks remains at their 1993 levels of
N50 and N40 million. respectively.
The monetary authorities (comprising the CBN and Federal Government) adopted a number of
measures since 1990 in order to
strengthen the supervision of the
banking system. The CBN introduced regulatory reforms in 1990 to
enhance the capital base of banks
and to promote more professional

approach to bank lending and
provisioning for non-performing
credits. Thus, in 1990, the Centrai
Bank brought into force the risk
weighted measure of capital adequacy. The CBN directed banks to
maintain a minimum ot7.25 per cent
of risk-weighted assets as capital; to
hold at ieast 50 per cent of total

components of capital as primary
capital- made up of paid-up capital
and reserves; and from J anuary 1992,
to maintain the ratio of capitalto total
risk-weighted assets at a minimum of
8 per cent. By November 1990, the
CBN issued the Prudential Guidelines
for licensed banks on income recog-

nition and provisioning for non-performing credits to enhance standardisation and improve the quaiity of
financial reporting. Essentially, the
guidelines require all banks to make
adequate provisions for perceived
losses based on portfolio classification so as to reflect their true financial
positions. Furthermore, the Nigerian
Accounting Standard Board in cooperation with monetary authorities
issued the statement of Accounting
Standard No. 10 to banks and nonbank financial institutions during the
year. This was designed to promote
accuracy, reiiability and comparability of the financial statements of these
institutions, thus complementing the
capital adequacy and prudential
guidelines.

To further shengthen the supervision of banks and enhance the efficiency and safety of the banking system, some institutional changes were
made. First, the Nigeria Deposit Insurance Corporation (NDIC) was es-

tabiished in 1989 to insure bank de-

posits against bank failures and to
ensure safe and sound banking practices through effective monitoring and
supervision of banks, in collaboration
with the CBN. Second, there have
been a series of actions taken jointly
by the CBN and NDIC to assist distressed banks to overcome liquidity
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problem, poor assets quality, capital
erosion, poor management and technical insolvency. Apart from identifying such banks from time to time
through banking supervision and
.examination, holding actions are imposed from time to time while the
management of banks which fail to
respond positively to officialactions is
taken over by the CBN in the interest
of depositors, other creditors and the
banking system. Liquidations (up to
five by 1995) have also been used to
sanitize the system.
The third and probably the most
significant institutional change since
1986 was the promulgation of three
banking laws. These are the CBN
Decree, No. 24 and the Banks and
Other Financial Institutions Deqee
(BOFID) No. 25 of 1991 which replacedthe repealed CBN Actof 1958
(as amended) and the Banking Decree of 1969 (as arnended), respectively; and the Failed Banks (Recovery of Debts) and FinancialMalpractices in Banks Decree of 1994. The
new CBN Decree widened the powers of the CBN with regard to the
maintenance of monetary stability and
sound financial system. The Decree
also contains provisions to facilitate
the use of market based instruments
of monetary control, and the Bank's
efforts to obtain data and other information. The second Decree - BOFID
contains the following important
features which could enhance the
controlof the monetary and banking
system:

(i)

the centralisation of the functions

of bank licensing, regulation and
supervision in the CBN;

(ii)

April/June I996
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provision for flexibility for changes
to be made in some aspects of the

law without recourse to a new
legislation; and
(iii) the shengthening of the supervisory power of the CBN.

The third Decree - The Failed Banks
(Debt Recovery) and Financial Malpractices in Banks Decree of 1994 is
designed to bring to book those who

contributed to the failure of banks
and to recover debts owed to the
banks.

4. APPRAISAL OF CBN'S
CONTROL MEASURES
An appraisalof CBN's controlmeasures would attempt to examine to
what extent the measures have
achieved their objectives. This appraisalwould concentrate on the intermediate objectives of achieving
appropriate monetary growth and
evolving a safe and sound financial
system from which the overalleffect
on the economy can be inferred. A
review of monetary developments
since 1985 shows that money stock
measured by M2 grew rapidly and
reflected largely sharp increases in
narrow money (M1)which has been
used largely as the target variable.
Thus, rvhile M1 rose by 8.7 per cent
against a target of 6.5 per cent in
1985, and recorded negative growth
of minus 4.5 per cent in 1986, it
I increased by 17.1 per cent in 1987
I when the target growth was 11.8 per
I cent. The observed movements in
I the M1 during this period (1985-87)
I was consistent with the respective
I inflation figures of 5.5, 5.4, and 10.4
I per cent for the three years. However, reflecting the influence of the
reflation package of 1988 money
stock rose by 42.3 per cent, against a
target of 15.0 per cent, and thereafter
up to 1989 excess liquidity in the
economy became worrisome as the
growth rates of M1 exceeded the
targets significantly. Followingthe light
monetary stance in 1995 provisional
growth figures of M2 and M1, at 10.1
and 5.6 per cent, were in line with the
targets of 10.1 and 9.4 per cent,
respectively.

Efforts made through policy
changes and their implementation

6

succeeded marginally in 1989 to
moderate money supply after which
it increased rapidly. Some of the salutary effects which were achieved
through the package of monetary
and banking measures include the
stimulation of competition in the financial sector, gleater efficiency in
the allocation of resources and keeping the liquidity in the system from
exploding further. In terms of preventing excess growth in credit and
hence money stock arising from fiscal
expansion, modest progress was
made in 1995 compared with the

explosion

in the previous

years.

However, these developments, coupled with slow growth in output, could
not effectively generate employment
or combat inflation. Although exchange rate stability was achieved in
1995 against the instability of the
previous years, the pressure on the
balance of payments remained. In
the same vein, the measures adopted
to resolve the distress in the banking
sector appeared not to be yielding the
desired results until 1995 when some
provisions of the Failed Bank (Debt
Recovery ) and Financial Malpractices
Decree started to be enforced. This,
coupled with the comprehensive
resolution package, introduced in
1995, is expected to restore confidence in the banking system.

5. OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS
AND CONCLUSION
Although the power of the CBN to
control the monetary and banking
system has been enhanced in recent
years through the enabling laws, some

other issues which impinge on the
Bank's ability to effectively discharge

its primary mandate remain largely
unresolved. As we are aware, this
primary function revolves around
maintaining monetary stability and
sound fi nancial shucture which would
ensure an efficient payments system.
It remains a fact that over the years,
fiscal
has been the bane of

1996
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CBNs ability te perfor'ip this role.
Although available provisional figures
show that some progress has been
made in this direction, monetaryand
banking activities are still constuained
by fiscal operations.
. For an effective central bapking

'and

a permanent solution to mon.etary management problems, it is
imperative for the relevant organs of
Government to

(i)

recognise the Cenhal Bank's pri-

(i)

improving agrd stabilizingthe
change rate of the Naira;

ex--

(ii) intensifying efforts to rid the financial sector of dishess through

faithful implementation of the
comprehensive package of failure resolution measures eml
barked in 1995;
(iii) assigning appropriate role
.to
market factors in conholling the
monetary and banking activities;

mary functions
(iv) realising

(ii)

appreciate the need to effectively
perform these core functions;

l(iii) realise the danger of non-performance;and

(iv)provide adequate freedom to
carry out these functions on a
continuing basis.
These imperatives have guided many
countries to accord varying degrees
of autonomy to their central banks.
Indeed in recent years, there has been

sustained global movement towards
greater autonomy for central banks.

Other measures to be taken to
enhance the conhol of the monetary
and banking system by the CBN in
the context of a stable and economic
environment include:

7

that neither the CBN

alone nor the CBN and the gov-

ernment taken together, could
effectively shoulder the task of
sanitising the financial services
industry; shareholders, boards of
directors, depositors, bade and
professional associations, law
enforcement agents, the courts,
etc, also have significant roles to
play; and

I is generally appreciated by financial
, operatoiis, regulators and observers

j in Nigeria. However, the mode of
control remains controversial, hence
I
I some past policy regimes had prefened rapid movementfrom directto
indirect contol while others favoured
gradual iransition to indirect control
or continued direct conhol. Nonetheless, our experience and those of
other countries show that indirect
conhol based on market factors is
more beneficial in terms of superior
allocative efficiency of financial resources. This cannot be achieved,
however, without creating an enabling environment in terms of harmonising fiscal and monetary policy
measures, eliminating dishess in the
financial sector, and reversing political and macroeconomic instability.
These conshaints notwithstanding, I
would like to conclude thatthe future
prospects of CBN's conholof monetary and banking is bright since the
dangersof these consbaints have been

(v) seeking the support of the entire
financial community, including
professional associations, law
enforcement agents and the
courts, in the task of sanitizing
the financial services industry.

generally acknowledged not only by
the operators and regulators of the
financialsystem but also by the Government and the financial industry
watchers. This general awareness, if
sustained, coupled with efforts being
I
I made in this direction, would lead to

The need for the Cenhal Bank's con- I required environynent for CBN's
kol of rnonetary and banking system I control of monetary and banking sysI tem.
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FOOTNOTES

1.

Definition of Money Stock:

1.1

Narrow money (Ml ) comprises private sector demand deposit in the banking system plus cunency outside
the banking system.

L.2

Broad money (M2) comprises Ml as defined plus quasi money which is made up of time and savings
deposits with commercial banks and deposit liabilities of merchant banks.

Banks whose Licences were Revoked:

2.

Year of Reuocdion

Nomes

2.t
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

3.

rT4

tGpital Merchant Bank
Financial Merchant Bank
Alpha Merchant Bank
United Commercial Bank
Republic Bank

1995

Minimum Capital for Banks:
Commerctal Banls

Merchant Bsnks

(NMllion)

Year

(NMllion)

1985

L2

10

50
50
50

40
40
40

t992
1993
1995
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c
3
o

l\)

Selected Monetary and Economic Indicators
(Percent)

o
z
9

N

990

I

I

199

TATATATATATATATA
Monetary and Credit Targets & Achievements
Money Supply

(Ml)

15.0

42.3

14.6

21.2

13.0

44.7

14.6

32.8

24.3

66.4

20.0

54.6

21.4

47.8

9.4

8.1

8.1

22.2

9.5

t4.l

13.6

17.3

10.6

46.3

13.2

73.0

17.5

75.9

9.4

27.9

I 1.3

36.2

13.3

16.9

to.7

3.7

15.8

18.4

16.4

23.7

17.7

34.7

20.0

16.6

32.O

28.3

21.9

69.6

2.5

28.5

8.3

33.1

10.9

18.3

0.0

82.5

14.6 120.7

0.0

27.7

5.6

18.4

50-0

45.4
15.3

50.0

46.0

50.0

48.6

50.0

47.4

s0.0

53.2

70.0

72.1

15.0

15.0

15.7

15.0

14.8

15.0

16.4

18.0

t7.9

30. I

35.0

30.7

32.9
51.4

35.0
50.0

35.0
50.0

46.8

30.0

37.8
36.7

42.0
25.0

40.2

54.0

35.0
50.0

36.8

s0.0

30.3
s3.8

32.6

54.6

35.0
50.0

18.0
42.O

63.3
16.9

70.0

15.3

46.2
15.9

50.0

15.0

Credit to Domestic Economy
Credit to Private Sector
Credit to Government

7.7 109.6

Sectoral Targets & Achievements (loans & Advances)
Commercial banks
High Priority Sectors:
Agriculture

Manufacturing

-

Other Sectors
Exports'

15.0

35.0
50.0

52.6

r0.0

Solid Mineals
Merchant banks
High Priority Sectors

50.0

57.8

50.0

54.8

50.0

57.3

s0.0

I 1.5
46.3

10.0

14.3

10.0

14.6

10.0

Manufacturing

r0.0
40.0

Other Sectors

50.0

42.2

40.0
50.0

40.5
45.2

40.0
50.0

42.7
42.7

40.0
s0.0

Agriculture

58. l
14.7

50.0

61.3

10.0

l5.l

43.4

40.0

46.2

4t.9

50.0

38.7

.8.6

10.0

5.0

50.0

59.7

70.0

67.3

75.0

'10.0

14.7

r

3.0

13.9

13.0

40.0
50.0

45.0

45.0
30.0

43.t

45.0

32:7

25.O

12.0

10.3

12.0

40.3

Exports
Solid Minerals

5.0

27.9
8.3
5.7

74.1
14.0

45.0
25.9
I r.6
3.5

Somc Macroeconomic Indicators
Growth of Broad Money (M2) (Vo)
GDP Growth (7o)

Inflation Rate

(Vo)

BOP (Surplus/Defi cit) (=N='billion)

ll

Provisional

33.3

8.2

10.4

9.9
38.3
-20.8

7.4

8.3

50.5

7.4
-5.8

Note: T=Targetand

-23.0

A=

Achievements

32.7
4.7
13.0

49.2

49.8

3.0

- 15.8

-101.4

2.3
57.2
-41.7

44.6

39. l
1.2

10.3

57.0

72.8

-58.9

-144.8
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v
.o
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Table 2
Growth of Licensed Banks in Nigeria (1950 - 95)

CommercialBanks

10

Merchant Banks

End-Year

Number

Branches

Number

1960

13

L92

I

1

1970

t4

273

I

1

1980

20

74A

6

t2

1985

28

1,297

12

26

1986

30

1,367

L2

27

1987

33

1,2183

16

33

1988

42

1,555

24

46

1989

47

1,855

34

55

1990

58

1,920

€

74

L99t

65

2,O23'

54

84

L992

66

2,269

54

116

1993

66

2,353

54

126

t994

65

2,397

51

14

1995

&

2,351

51

149

Branches

